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Get your cutlery set with gift - Free shipping on orders over €69,90
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Royal 2Black Collection
A special and elegant colour at 50% off
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12-people sets
For a complete table setting with gift
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8-people sets
Flawless cutlery sets with affordable price
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Linear cutlery
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'LINEAR' CUTLERY

Add Design to your Table 

Essential and refined cutlery that enhance your table experience. The best for your guest!



Discover Linear  




















'LINEAR' CUTLERY

Add Design to your Table 



Discover Linear  
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Table and Serving
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Home Bar
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Home Decor


















NEW COLLECTION



 

Neutra cutlery


 The Neutra cutlery collection comes from the Sambonet Style Centre, an all-Italian design. We were inspired by the purity of the Nordic style, which soberly enhances even the most essential table. An new concept of elegance, to be used daily, not just shown off on special occasions. 


Discover Neutra
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The best of the season


Swipe and discover the must-have for your wintertime!
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X6



Linear
Espresso spoon set 6 pieces 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Multicolor + 
1 Color


11,0 cm








€ 69,50




















€ 69,50





0

Add to cart
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Elite
Pastry stand with dishes




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel


Ø 16,0 cm - h 20,0 cm








€ 139,90




















€ 139,90
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Add to cart
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Linear
6 cake forks set and cake server




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel + 
1 Color








€ 99,90




















€ 99,90
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Madame
Stand 




Stainless Steel, Resin

Mirror Steel + 
1 Color


Ø 16,0 cm - h 5,0 cm








€ 109,00




















€ 109,00
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Add to cart

















































Awarded
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Lucy
Showplate 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel + 
1 Color


30,0 cm x 30,0 cm








€ 64,90




















€ 64,90
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Elite
Pastry stand 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel


Ø 18,5 cm - h 20,5 cm








€ 205,90




















€ 205,90
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Add to cart
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Bamboo
Teapot 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel + 
1 Color


3 Sizes









€ 152,50


-



€ 251,90


















€ 152,50


-



€ 251,90
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Bamboo
Milk pot 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel + 
1 Color


3 Sizes








€ 91,90
















€ 91,90
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Elite
Teapot 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel


3 Sizes









€ 239,90


-



€ 394,50


















€ 239,90


-



€ 394,50
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Elite
Sugar bowl 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel


2 Sizes









€ 131,00


-



€ 152,40


















€ 131,00


-



€ 152,40
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Elite
Tray 




Stainless Steel

Mirror Steel


7 Sizes









€ 51,90


-



€ 409,90


















€ 51,90


-



€ 409,90
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The best of the season

Swipe and discover the must-have for your wintertime!
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EXPLORE OUR COLLECTIONS

Choose your new cutlery


Setting the table is a pleasure first for the eyes, and then for all the other senses. Choose cutlery that can make every moment at the table special!



Shop by style  
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Modern

Appealing functionality for every day.
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Classics

Details inspired by the charm of the past.
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Design

Innovation reimagines lines and shapes.
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Trendy

Creativity for fashion tablesettings.
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Modern

Appealing functionality for every day.
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Classics

Details inspired by the charm of the past.
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Design

Innovation reimagines lines and shapes.
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Trendy

Creativity for fashion tablesettings.
















Choose the Sambonet cutlery set that best suits your need and enjoy a flawless table setting to impress your guests.



Shop by set  

















Find your cooking style

Non-stick pans for everyday use, or technical pans for gourmet delights. Durable, high-performance tools that also show off gorgeous in your kitchen. Choose your style!


Discover more  
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18/10 STAINLESS STEEL

Home Chef


5-ply technology for maximum heat control
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VINTAGE COOKWARE

1965 Vintage


The spirit of the 1960s comes to life again.
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NON-STICK ALUMINUM

Titan Pro


Double induction, diamond coating and titanium layer.
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CAST IRON

Terra.Cotto


Tradition, authentic cooking and design.
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EASY COOKING, NO EFFORT

Silver Force


Solid cookware, designed for daily or intensive use.


















Table & Serving


Accessories that can be used as functional and spectacular serving items. Trendy colours to change the look of a table or simply to give personality to any room.
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HOLLOWARE
Elite

Bring comfort and elegance to your guests.
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ICONIC DESIGN
Gio Ponti

Multipurpose centrepieces by Gio Ponti.
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HOME DECOR
Penelope

Elegant, precious accessories for your table.
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SERVEWARE
Sphera

Handy and useful trays for all your needs.
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DESIGN ICONS
Linea Q

Bowls for a perfect happy hour and more.
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HOME DECOR
Madame

A charming collection of footed bowls and trays.
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TRAYS
Kyma

Innovative furniture items by Serena Confalonieri















Table & Serving

Accessories that can be used as functional and spectacular serving items. Trendy colours to change the look of a table or simply to give personality to any room.







Inspirations for your Home & Tabletop
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TABLETOP
Perfect Serving

Bring comfort and elegance to your guests.
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HOME DECOR
Lovely Details

Accessories to make your home beautiful.
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HOME BAR
Happy Hour

Shakers and tools for mixing tasty cocktails.
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DESIGN ICONS
Gift Ideas

Masterpieces to be used, admired or shared.
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History
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Manufacturing
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Awarded design
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Sustainability



































We think you are in 














Do you want to update your location?



Choose another country




















Sign up to our newsletter


and receive 10% off coupon!












Keep you informed about news, trends, and special offers.




Insert your email to register for the newsletters







Send










I want to receive news and customised commercial communications from Sambonet via email.












I am over 16 years old and consent to receiving the Sambonet newsletter with news, trends, special sales, deals and other marketing announcements. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter or the unsubscribe function on this page. More information is available here: privacy.
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Personal customer service
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Secure payment
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Free shipping for orders 69,90€ and up
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Express delivery in 1-3 working days
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30 days free returns

















 





Keep you informed about news, trends, and special offers.




Insert your email to register for the newsletters







Send










I want to receive news and customised commercial communications from Sambonet via email.












I am over 16 years old and consent to receiving the Sambonet newsletter with news, trends, special sales, deals and other marketing announcements. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter or the unsubscribe function on this page. More information is available here: privacy.












HOW MAY WE ASSIST YOU?







HOW MAY WE ASSIST YOU?



	
FIND MY ORDER
	
CONTACT US
	
RETURNS
	
SHIPPING
	
PRODUCT CARE
	
PAYMENT
	
CATALOGS
	
STORE LOCATOR
	
OUTLET STORE
	
SITEMAP











COMPANY & LEGAL







COMPANY & LEGAL



	
ABOUT SAMBONET
	
FOR PROFESSIONALS
	
PRIVACY POLICY
	
COOKIES
	
IMPRINT
	
TERMS & CONDITIONS
	
WHISTLEBLOWING
	
WORK WITH US
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Discover all of our brands


Form and function for your home
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Founded in 1925, Paderno offers a wide range of cookware and kitchenware to meet the needs of professional chefs and passionate foodies alike.




Visit Paderno now
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Rosenthal is one of the world's leading suppliers of exclusive tableware. Design and art are the foundation of all Rosenthal products.




Visit Rosenthal now
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Versace and Rosenthal are both recognized as brands synonymous with excellence and high quality. Together they have developed elegant, refined and exciting tableware and gift collections.




Visit Rosenthal meets Versace now
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Fun with cooking, eating, drinking and giving: Thomas is the brand of simple, design-oriented tableware for everyday use: functional, simple and versatile.




Visit Thomas now
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Designed for durability, functional and aesthetically perfect: Arzberg porcelain is the epitome of high-quality porcelain "Made in Germany".




Visit Arzberg now
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Since our company was founded in 1867 and still today, we reinvent Haute Orfèvrerie. True luxury is defined by the intensity of the emotions it brings and the experiences it provides




Visit Ercuis now
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View Cart


Checkout










Click this link to return to the top of the page
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OOPS!


The browser you are using is no longer supported.







Browse Sambonet.com using the latest version of Microsoft Edge, Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Safari and prepare to dive into an extraordinary beauty experience.



Update your browser














Choose your size
















Add to Cart

























Notify me

















Choose your size















Add to Wishlist














Notify me









Thank you for signing up, we''ll let you know when this product is back in stock.

Product is already in notification list, we will let you know via email once product is back in stock. Thanks.




We are so sorry!

The product you have selected is not available at the moment. If you leave us your email address,we will notify you as soon as the product becomes available again.




Please enter a valid Email.
Submit request
















Contact Us
















First Name








Last Name








Email








Phone








Your Comment






(*) This field is required.



Submit


This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.







Thanks for contacting us. We will do our best to meet your requests as soon as possible.
















Sign up to our newsletter


and receive 10% off coupon!












Keep you informed about news, trends, and special offers.




Insert your email to register for the newsletters







Send










I want to receive news and customised commercial communications from Sambonet via email.












I am over 16 years old and consent to receiving the Sambonet newsletter with news, trends, special sales, deals and other marketing announcements. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter or the unsubscribe function on this page. More information is available here: privacy.
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